Pre Bid Technical Clarification No. 9 against NIB No.377 dated 26.11.2020
Sl.
No.

Bid Stipulation

Bidder’s Query

1.

Section IV, Vol - 2, Part -II-03 The rate of liquidated damages for shortfall in
Generator and Aux - PTS, Page 352
Output and Efficiency is defined in Clause 1.5.1.3,
Section-IV, Vol - 2, Part -II-03 Generator and Aux Liquidated damages for shortfall in
PTS. However, the same is not capped with
output and efficiency of Generator
respect to the Contract Value. In new
Hydropower plants tenders also the performance
LDs (output & efficiency of Turbine & Generator
put together) is always limited to max 10% (in
general) of the Contract value. Therefore, we
again request NEEPCO to kindly add the following
in the clause to limit the liability of the bidder (on
account of performance of the Generator):
Maximum penalty due to shortfall in the tested
values of rated output and the weighted average
efficiency of Generator shall be limited to 10% of
the total Contract Value.

Bid specification shall prevail.
The LD rate considered in the
specification is a function of tariff and
has no relation to the contract price. Any
shortfall in efficiency and output will be
incurred by the corporation till the useful
life of the unit /s. Therefore, this
standard clause do not have any capping
limit but has a rejection limit for the
generator.

2.

Section-IV, Vol-2, Part-II-01 Turbine
Component-PTS, clause 1.12.1 page
305 Section-IV, Vol-2, Part-II-03
Generator and Aux -PTS, clause 1.11.1
page 377 Section-IV, Vol-2, Part-II-05
Protection System -PTS, clause 1.11.1
page 429 Section-IV, Vol-2, Part-II-06
Control & Monitoring (SCADA) System
-PTS, clause 1.9 page 473 Section-IV,
Vol-2, Part-II - 00 General Technical
Requirement-PTS Clause 9.9.1 (page
276 / 639)

Bidder may refer to clauses. 10.1.7
(Page-476/639),
10.2.2.2
(Page478/639), 10.3.12.2 (Page-487/639).

We understand that the tools & tackles list
stipulated in the tender under different
components/packages is the recommended list
and the prices for the same shall not be part of
price evaluation.

NEEPCO’s Reply

Special tools & tackles list stipulated in
the
tender
under
different
components/packages
and
the
recommended list shall be supplied and
quoted along with the break-up. The
prices for the same shall be part of price
evaluation.
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The Contractor shall propose the list of
special tools including their make and
detailed
specification
as
recommended by manufacturer(s), to
be accepted by the Employer. The
proposed list of special tools must
include the following in addition to
tools
recommended
by
manufacturer(s) The Contractor shall
list and supply all special tools. List of
such tools including their make and
detailed
specification
as
recommended by manufacturer(s),
shall be subject to approval by the
Purchaser. The proposed list of special
tools must include the following in
addition to tools recommended by
manufacturer(s): Special Tools shall be
supplied by the Contractor as
necessary for erection, installation,
operation and maintenance, etc. of
each item of equipment supplied
under this Contract

